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GODSBANEN STRENGTHENS THE CITY’S CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
CREATES SPACES AND COMMUNITIES THAT EXPAND THE SCOPE OF LIFE

 Godsbanen offers unique settings, sustainable communities and nurturing workspaces for artists, art 
and culture professionals – and indeed for anyone interested in art and culture.



The strategy is based on experience and learning 
from previous years, with a particular focus on the 
evaluation report En ny Kultur (A New Culture, 
prepared by De kunstfaglige Råd, 2020), the Analysis 
of Godsbanen (prepared by Urban Goods, 2021) and 
the City of Aarhus Municipality Cultural Policy 
2021–2024.

  



ABOUT GODSBANEN

History, context and relationships



Since its foundation as a freight railway site in 1923, 
Godsbanen has been a catalyst for the city’s 
development. Initially in its role as an industrial 
complex. Now as a hub of creative endeavours.

Godsbanen forms the core of the overall current 
development of the former freight railway areas.

Aarhus K is the name of this new neighbourhood, 
the ‘K’ standing for the Danish spellings of culture, 
creativity and cultural history. The Aarhus School of 
Architecture and the Institute for (X) are 
Godsbanen’s closest neighbours, and new cafés, 
shops and housing are popping up in the area. 



8 open workshops
1 serviced coworking office space
1 restaurant 
4 exhibition venues
1 workspace for professional performing arts
1 music venue
1 theatre
12 studio spaces
1 courtyard
130 registered companies 
1 literature centre
10 guest rooms
1 visual arts centre 
2 public works of art
1 roof terrace
9 rental premises
1 foyer

and much more
and much more
 

 [RL1]evt. “Eatery”

 [RL2]For CVR-numre. Eller menes der noget andet med det?



VISION 2022-2025

Godsbanen will shape, influence and strengthen the city’s cultural development by asserting itself as 
a significant player on the Aarhus art and culture scene and strengthen the city’s ability and capacity 
for producing art. Godsbanen wants even more people – and a much wider variety of people –   to feel 
that Godsbanen is a place for them.

The objective is to nurture a creative, reflective and community-building setting that has a direct, 
positive impact on those who enter, leaving them more open to impressions, more keenly inquisitive, 
more knowledgeable, perhaps even in a better mood and fuelled by a desire to get involved in 
society in new ways



Godsbanen celebrates cooperation, diversity 
and the dynamics of process-oriented work.

At Godsbanen, you can nurture and develop 
your cultural competences regardless of your 
starting level. This means that you will grow 
and evolve while here. In a process of give and 
take, you will become able to do things you 
couldn’t do before.



OBJECTIVES FOR THE PERIOD

1. MORE PEOPLE
Godsbanen must be visible and relevant to more people

2. MORE ART
Godsbanen must assert itself as a significant player on the city’s art and culture scene and 
strengthen the city’s ability and capacity for producing art

3. MORE TO SHARE
Godsbanen must be a creative setting that nurtures reflection and community-building in 
society at large



MORE PEOPLE 

1. Godsbanen must be visible and relevant to more people

Godsbanen will: 

- create more reasons to visit Godsbanen by making it a distinctive, must-see destination  

- strengthen our communication focused on community and interaction

- ensure clearer and more uniform user experiences



MORE ART

2. Godsbanen must assert itself as a significant player on the city’s art and culture scene and strengthen the city’s 
ability and capacity for producing art

Godsbanen will:

- offer professional artists better options for accessing Godsbanen's workshops and premises.

- support fresh talents through increased visibility and strategic collaborations 

- increase the likelihood of visitors always encountering art of some kind when they visit Godsbanen



MORE TO SHARE

3. Godsbanen must be a creative setting that nurtures reflection and community-building in 
society at large

Godsbanen will:
 
- be a catalyst for creativity  

- facilitate meetings that cut across different professional disciplines and create new communities

- upgrade and assist the development of the entire former freight railway area together with different 
institutions and neighbouring organisations
 




